The classic Intensiv Preparation and Finishing Sets

**Intensiv Amalgashape Set**  
University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments in fine grits for finishing and prepolishing amalgam fillings

**Intensiv Berner Uni Prep Set**  
University of Bern, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for the preparation of restorations (cast fillings) and crowns

**Intensiv Cavishape Set, Intensiv Cavishape Set S**  
University of Bern, Switzerland  
Oscillating diamond files for finishing preparation margins

**Intensiv Cerec Set**  
Prof. W. H. Mörmann, University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for Cerec restorations

**Intensiv Combi Prep Set: Direct Restoration**  
University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for direct tooth-coloured adhesive restorations

**Intensiv Combi Prep Set: Contouring and Finishing Set**  
University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for finishing of esthetic restorations

**Intensiv Combi Prep Set: Indirect Restoration**  
University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for indirect tooth-coloured adhesive restorations

**Intensiv Inlay Set**  
University of Zurich, Switzerland  
Diamond instruments for classic inlay preparations

---

**Ref. 003:**  
4236, 4274, 4205, 4223, 4250, 4201, 3236, 3274, 3205, 3223, 3250, 3201

**Ref. 044B:**  
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, B11, B12

**Ref. 0106:**  
CS140, CS125, CS040, CS025  
Ref. 1065:  
CS040, CSS025

**Ref. 033:**  
8113R, 8113NR, 8117, 3113R, 3113NR, 3117

**Ref. 133:**  
8714, 3714B, 8710, 3710B, 8212S, 8200, 8200S, 4205, 9205, 4205L, PS2*, 4400  
(* Proxoshape, see pages 58-61)

**Ref. 135:**  
9401, 4205, 9205, 4274, PS2S*, PS9S*, RS9*, 9040, 8255, 9274  
(* Proxoshape and Rootshape, see pages 58-63)
### Intensiv Piccolo Set
**University of Bern, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for small cavity preparations with perfect margins


### Intensiv Profi Prep Set
**Prof. Marinello, Dr. Zitzmann, University of Basel, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for fixed and removable prosthetics

- Ref. 066: 101C, 201C, 241, 255, 315S, 315SGB, 315L, 315LGB, D01, D02, D9GB, 50D9

### Intensiv Shoulder Bevel Prep Set
**Dr. A. Schöler, Biel, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for crown preparations with shoulder and bevel

- Ref. 001: 01140, 01125, 01480, 01440, 01425

### Intensiv Tooth Caring Bur Set
**University of Bern, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for lowering and finishing gingival floors of proximal cavities and shoulders of crown preparations without damaging adjacent teeth

- Ref. 001: 01140, 01125, 01480, 01440, 01425

### Intensiv Uniprep Set Crowns & Bridges
**Prof. Dr. C. Marinello, Universities of Zurich and Geneva, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for crown and bridge prosthetics

- Ref. 111: 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 4035, 4036, 4037, 4038, 4039

### Intensiv Universal Set
**University of Zurich, Switzerland**
Diamond instruments for preparation and finishing of cavities in aesthetic adhesive restorations in posterior teeth

- Ref. 35A: 238C, 8238, 4238, 8195, 4195, 8325L, 4325L, 113AC, 8201NL, 4325L, 8200, 4200, 8201, 4201, 8400, 4400, 8255A, 4255A

### Intensiv Zirkon Set
**Clinically approved by Swiss dental laboratory Dubs, Zurich, Switzerland**
Diamond-coated Instruments for Zirconium Oxide Preparations in the Dental Laboratory

- Ref. 009: 101C, 201C, 241, 255, 315S, 315SGB, 315L, 315LGB, D01, D02, D9GB, 50D9

### Intensiv AntiReflex
**by Prof. I. Krejci, University of Geneva, Switzerland**
Non-reflecting diamond instruments

- Ref. 001: 01140, 01125, 01480, 01440, 01425

### Intensiv Intro Kit Ref. 110A:
**FGAR 4199, FGAR 199, FGAR 8200, FGAR 4218, FGAR 8218, FGAR 8224, FGAR 4412, FGAR 4205S, FGAR 40D1, FGAR 4256**